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LIGHT MICROSCOPE WITH NOVEL DIGITAL METHOD TO ACHIEVE SUPER-
RESOLUTION

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/838,228,

filed August 16, 2006.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The most simple and therefore the most inclusive description of the method that I

have discovered to achieve both phase and amplitude reconstruction along with super

resolution is based primarily on three mainstays: the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld scalar wave

diffraction equation, the mathematical law of Parseval and the principle of reconstruction

through "iterative error reduction" .

Physically, the problem involves a three dimensional instrument having transverse

Cartesian coordinates X & Y and an orthogonal Z coordinate along the direction of

propagation of the wave front of the scattered radiation. I define two conjugate transverse

planes at X , Y and Xd, Yd- The subscripted o (output) plane is upstream of the subscripted

d (diffraction) plane with the scattered wave front propagating from output to diffraction

plane along the Z axis. To meet the strict requirements of the scalar diffraction equation, the

wave front is considered to be null or zero at the output plane except within a moderately

small hole say at the origin (X - O, Y - O). Still more physically, the output plane is a total

occluding surface not allowing the scattered wave to exist in that plane at any point that is not

within the area of the small hole. The diffraction plane is downstream from the output plane

by a distance Zd sufficiently large so that the two dimensional wave front there can be

expressed as the two dimensional Fourier transform of that same wave front at the output

plane upstream. Each point within the volume of space between the two conjugate planes can

be located by its unique X, Y and Z coordinates. The wave function at each point has a

complex value consisting of two rather than one number. The two numbers are called the

amplitude and the phase. In sum then, one has a two dimensional amplitude distribution and

a two dimensional phase distribution describing the scalar output wave everywhere in the

space from Z to Zd, and in particular in the output plane. This wave propagates to the

diffraction plane at Zd. The distribution in the diffraction plane of the amplitude and phase

and therefore of the scattered wave is very different from what it was in the output plane.

Mathematically the scattered wave in the output plane has been morphed into a new scattered

wave in the diffraction plane by having traveled the distance Z d between the two planes. The



output wave has been Fourier transformed to yieldthe new diffracted wave. Now the essence

of the first problem, the Fourier inverse problem becomes clear.

Ordinarily, the Fourier Transform would take the complete (two dimensional

complex) wave form in the output plane and transform it to the complete wave form in the

diffraction plane. But current technology can only provide a way to measure the amplitude

distribution (without the phase distribution) in the diffraction plane easily and with

considerably more difficulty, the amplitude distribution (without the phase distribution) in the

output plane. The phase information is not measurable and hence the scattered wave has lost

a large percentage of the information it carries. Some estimate as much as 80% of the

information in the scattered wave is lost here. However, assuming that we know the

amplitude distribution alone in both planes, it is possible via the Gerchberg-Saxton2

algorithm to infer the complete wave function in most cases. Now, assuming that we have

the more likely situation, in which only the amplitude distribution is in hand for the

diffraction plane, the phase distribution is again able to be calculated by knowing certain

other constraints which exist naturally or which have been artificially placed on the wave

function in the conjugate output plane. One of these useful constraints might be the boundary

of the hole in the occluding screen through which the wave propagates. Mathematically, this

boundary defines a so called area of support of the wave function at the output plane.

Another constraint might place a known range of values, within which the amplitude and/or

the wave phase must be. In fact, the investigator may make his own set of constraints by

placing various phase plates (or partially occluding plates) whose specifications are known,

within the area of support, and measuring the different diffracted wave amplitudes (without

the phase distribution) corresponding to each perturbingfilter. An arrangement such as this

was studied by me. The computational algorithm (a modified form of the Gerchberg-Saxton

algorithm ) is given in "A new approach to phase retrieval of a wave front" by R. W.

Gerchberg.3 The contents of this article are incorporated by reference herein. The article

shows that the method is always successful in finding the correct wave function with its phase

function in both the output plane and the diffraction plane. However there is more.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

I have discovered that a modification of the algorithm given in the above-referenced

Gerchberg article will not only solve the inverse phase problem, it will also extrapolate

and/or interpolate the diffracted wave. This means that if there are doubtful or missed data



points in the diffraction plane, the algorithmwill generate the complex values that must b e

there. Moreover, if the diffraction pattern amplitude distribution measured is smaller than the

full distribution, the modified algorithm will generate (extrapolate) the values that are

missing and in so doing achieve super resolution in the recovered wave function.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

To describe the new algorithm, I begin with the minimum physical essentials for

collecting data from a transmission type specimen with a range of illumination absorption

and phase change distributed over its extent. This specimen is mounted in a hole in a 2

dimensional occluding plane at Z which is located a distance Zd upstream of the diffraction

plane. The size and location of the hole as well as the distance Zd are known. Illumination of

the specimen will be by a coherent, uniform amplitude and phase wave front. Immediately

upstream or downstream of the specimen (ideally at the specimen) the wave front phase will

be changed by a phase filter so that the wave front at the specimen will be the sum of the

unknown specimen amplitude and phase distribution and the known phase filter distribution.

The filter phase distribution is known. The filter amplitude distribution is equal to a constant

of one. Depending on the problem, there will be several different phase filters that will

substitute for each other during the gathering of data about the specimen, as will be shown.

Incidentally, different holey occluding filters may be used rather than phase filters, where

"holey" filters are light-occluding barriers with known spatially distributed holes of possibly

varying size. Combinations of holey filters and phase filters can also be used. The output

wave (at the specimen) will propagate along the Z axis to the diffraction plane located at

Z=Zd. There the intensity or rather the amplitude distribution of the wave front will be

measured for each different phase filter successively. The number of diffraction patterns in

hand will equal the number (say, N) of phase filters used. The diffractionpatterns will be

known. All the data that are necessary are now in hand.

Computer processing all these data is done in an iterative manner. Successive cycles

of the algorithm produce better and better estimates of the specimen amplitude and phase

distributions. There is the possibility that successive estimates do not change. In this case

additional filters will be required to generate additional diffraction patterns. However, the

algorithm is guaranteed not to diverge from the correct estimate in a mean squared error

sense.



Remember now that the wave function in thediffraction plane is the Fourier

transform of the filtered wave function in the specimen plane. For no particular reason let us

begin the first iterative algorithm cycle in the diffraction plane corresponding to one

particular filter. We have in hand the amplitude distribution of the wave which was measured

and we will combine that with the best guess we can make for the phase distribution to yield

our first estimate of the complete wave function for that particular filter in the diffraction

plane. Put this estimate through an inverse Fourier transform to yield an estimate of the

filtered specimen wave. In the computer use an inverse phase filter to cancel the effect of the

actual filter. (If an element of the physical filter shifted the phase by say plus 37 degrees, the

inverse filter would shift the phase of that element by minus 37 degrees.). This yields the

first raw estimate of the specimen phase and amplitude distribution. Save this specimen

estimate. I usually use two two dimensional matrices each with X & Y indices which cover

the output plane. One matrix contains the Real part of the complex numbers which define the

specimen wave function at each point on the specimen and the other part contains the

Imaginary part. Now do the same procedure with each diffraction plane amplitude

distribution adding the Real and Imaginary parts of the wave forms generated into the 2

corresponding Real and Imaginary matrices. Now divide each number in the 2 matrices by

the number of diffraction patterns (N) which have been used. Also, since we know that the

value of the true specimen wave is zero outside the hole in the occluding screen plane, we can

set all values of elements outside the hole to zero. At this point we may be able to

incorporate any data that we know about the true specimen wave into the estimated wave

function that is contained in the two matrices, always taking care to make the correction as

small as possible if there is a range of correction that will satisfy the known a priori

constraint. Clearly, at this point our two matrices hold the first estimate of the wave function

in the output or specimen plane! ! Note that we have taken some number (say N) of recorded

diffraction patterns in the diffraction plane to generate just one estimate of the wave function

in the output plane before we apply any phase or occluding filters to it. The next step in the

algorithm is to generate estimates of the N diffraction patterns that this estimate of the

specimen wave function will produce after it has been modified by a phase (or occluding)

filter.

I take one of the phase filters and essentially apply it to the estimate of the specimen

wave function in the output plane. Then I propagate the wave to the diffraction plane. In the

computer, this is done by mathematically Fourier transforming the filtered estimate of the



specimen wave function. The diffraction pattern amplitude distribution generated will not

match that which was physically measured and corresponded to that filter. So, I replace the

diffraction wave amplitude distribution with the measured distribution leaving all points on

the wave at which I have no a priori measured data untouched. As the algorithm proceeds

these points will assume the value that they must have. The points so developed may be said

to be extrapolated or interpolated depending on their location in the diffracted wave. Note

that I have not modified the phase distribution of the diffracted wave. Thus the second

estimate of the diffracted wave corresponding to the phase filter chosen is in hand and this

diffracted wave function is saved. I do the same procedure for the next N-I remaining

filtered output waves yielding a total of N diffracted wave second estimates. These are the

new N diffracted wave estimates with which I begin the next cycle of the iterating algorithm.

It is noted here that the computer processing of the data is slightly different if holey

perturbing filters are used, rather than phase filters, to generate the different diffraction

patterns. In this case, if a return falls on a pixel that is blocked by the holey filter, that return

is not counted in the averaging to achieve the estimate of the output specimen.

I define a figure of merit as the sum of the squares of the differences between the

diffraction amplitude distributions measured minus those estimated. I call this the error

energy for any particular cycle. It will be found that this error energy can not increase and

that given sufficient numbers of filtering data, will always decrease approaching a limit of

zero. Of course zero error will mean that not only has the phase inverse problem been solved

but so too has the extrapolation and interpolation problems been solved in cases where this

was required.

The method just described lends itself to implementation in a number of physical

embodiments, which in turn suggest some possibly useful variations of the method. For

example, shown in Figure 1 is a light microscope 100, comprising a coherent light source

110; a specimen 122 mounted on a glass slide 123 placed over a hole 121 in an occluding

plane 120 located at position Z along the Z-axis; a rotating phase filter 140 comprising

multiple sectors, each giving a different phase shift distribution; a detector 130 (for example,

a charge-coupled-device detector) located at position Z along the Z-axis; and a computer 150

connected to detector 130, the computer 150 being capable of performing digital signal-

processing functions, such as two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transforms. The above-

described method may be applied to the operation of microscope 100, thereby achieving



super-resolution. In order to this, phase filter 140 is rotatee N times, each time interposing

a different phase-modifying sector into the path of light propagating from the sample to the

diffraction plane. This then generates the N diffraction patterns at detector 130 required as

inputs to the algorithm. The algorithm is run as described above, generating not only the

phase distribution at the diffraction plane, but also the amplitude and phase distribution at

points not measured by detector 130, for example at points beyond the physical extent of

detector 130 (extrapolation), and/or at omitted or doubtful points in between those measured

by detector 130 (interpolation).

In the apparatus just described, it is helpful if the occluding plane 120 is painted

black, and if the hole 121 has well-defined edges, so that the area of support (the area in

which the lightwave can exist at the plane Z ) is well-defined. In the figure, hole 121 is

shown as substantially circular, but it can have other shapes.

While the figure shows light from source 110 being transmitted through specimen

122, in other variations such an apparatus can work with reflected or scattered light, rather

than transmitted light.

Instead of rotating a multi-sector phase filter such as filter 140 through the light path,

other techniques can be used to achieve the necessary phase variations to produce the

required N diffraction patterns. For example, a mechanism that moves individual phase

filters into and out of the light path by translation rather than rotation can be used. Spatial

light modulators can be applied to modify the phase by sequentially varying amounts. Also,

occluding or partially occluding filters can be used. See Fig. 4 of Ref. 3 for an example.

The above variations have been based on modifying the phase of the lightwave

sequentially in time. However, by the use of optical techniques such as beam splitting,

multiple phase-altered copies of the output wave can be produced and applied to multiple

detectors in parallel. If the resulting diffraction patterns are then inverse-Fourier-transformed

in parallel, a considerable speed-up in the operation of the algorithm can be achieved.

Note that the microscope of Fig. 1 is a lensless microscope. It is thus free of the

typical imperfections introduced by defects in lenses, etc. However, the methods and

apparatus described herein can also be applied to lens-based systems, such as cameras. What

is required in each instance is the identification of a pair of conjugate planes, in the sense that

the wave functions at the respective planes are related via the Fourier transform (or, at lesser



drift distances, via the Fresnel transform - see Ref. 3, eqn. 1). In the case of a camera,

suitable conjugate planes are the back focal plane of a camera lens and the image plane.

Applications to telescopes are also expressly contemplated.

Much of the above discussion has been in terms of visible light. However, it will be

appreciated that the method and apparatus can be applied to phase and amplitude

reconstruction of other waves and wave-like phenomena, such as radio waves, X-rays, and

electron waves.

The following documents are incorporated in this disclosure by reference, in their

entirety. Documents 3 and 4 are physically attached to and included in this disclosure as

Appendices I and II.

1. Gerchberg, R.W. and Saxton, W.O., 1972, Optik, 35, 237
2. Gerchberg, R.W., 1974, Optica Acta, v.21, n.9, 709
3. Gerchberg, R.W., 2002, J . of Modern Optics, v. 49, n 7, 1185
4. United States Patent No. 6,906,839, issued June 14, 2005, to Ralph W. Gerchberg
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A new approach to phase retrieval of a wave front

R W GERCHBERG

20 Kensington Road, Ardsle\, New York 10502, LSA,
e-mail fast4\ eaui aol torn

(Recen ed IS M m 2001 . rn nwn wett ed 2 V wember 2001 )

Abstract. The main thrust of this project vsas to develop a process including
data-gathering and processing techniques that would consistently and without
fail discov er the phase distribution of a wave front In the course of the work,
new thoughts on data gathering e\ olved to the point where a novel t\ pe of
intensitj picture bearing little or no resemblance to the wav e front or its phase
distribution was required for mathematical processing to achieve the phase
distribution For convenience these information images have been dubbed
phasorgrams Phasorgrams are recorded in the diffractive plane or in the
image plane of an application device Additional data, while helpful, are not
required, thus eliminating the need for data from two Fourier conjugate planes
as in the well-known method of Gerchberg and Saxton The mathematical
processing of thei>e data is tamed out by an iterative algorithm which also is
new This algorithm, given good data, has not failed to achieve the phase
distribution Contemporary devices have not been designed to measure the new
kinds of data Tequired for the process Therefore, several novel devices are
suggested The new process could have major implications for the phase
problem of X-ray crystallography

1. Introduction
A scalar wave front may b e represented as a two-dimensional complex func¬

tion At present, the amplitude of this complex function is routinely measured but
the associated phase or angular distribution is not directly retrievable The
problem that this paper addresses is a new method of inferring the phase distri¬
bution from the measured amplitude distribution of the wave front Many com¬
puter simulations have been run using the new method All of these have been
easily successful in discovering the phase distribution

The diffraction theory of Huygens, Young, Fresnel, Kirchhoff, Rayleigh and
Sommerfeld referred to in Chapter 3 of Goodman's [1] book provides the basis of
the method Using the paraxial approximation and the restrictions of Fresnel
diffraction, Goodman show;, that the initial wave front at z = 2, which is
propagated along the z axis (normal to the wa\e front), is related to the observed
wave front downstream of z,, at a = uo , by the equation

U (wO ^ exp( ,MexP pM|±^ U {\ , V1) e\p
r( *)K2+jf;
[ 2*

( -j2 π)( xΛ , + V≥11iIA,)x e\p ] dv, d\,
zλ ( 1!

Jm1, mil ,,/ Mml, i n UpIi, Is-. \ IWi(I-IlHO print tss\ IIh2- 1(144 .ml 2( 1112 I nliir & I ram n I id
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1186 R W Gerchberg

where U(x \ ) is the total complex wavefunction in the (v,.v) plane normal to the z
axis, z is the drift distance betw een the initial wav e front and the observed wav e
front (i e z = zo —s,), λ is the avelength, the subscript i indicates quantities in
the initial wave plane, the subscript o indicates quantities in the observ ed wave
plane and k is the free-space a venumber in radians per wavelength

An eminently readable deriv ation of this diffraction equation ( 1), and the
paraxial and Fresnel diffraction constraints is giv en in Chapters I II and IV of
Goodmans book Equation ( 1) is the ke>stone of this enure project It validates the
notion that, assuming full knowledge of a scalar wave front (a two-dimensional
complex function of Cartesian coordinates and y in a plane normal to the z
direction of propagation), it is possible to calculate the two-dimensional complex
wav efunction at any drift distance downstream Thus it is possible to pose an
inverse question given only the measured intensity of a coherent monochromatic
wave front in an observation plane at coordinate zo along the direction of wav e
propagation, is it possible to determine the wave front completely (both the
amplitude and the phase) at the initial coordinate , upstream from

Equation (1) shows that the wave front at zo is related to the wave front at 2, in
a fairly simple way First, there is a constant factor exp (jAz)/j λ2, which is
determined by the wavelength and the drift distance between the initial and
observation planes Then there is a quadratic phase factor exp [(j )( + yl)/2s],
which is a function of the wavelength and the lateral position in the observation
plane We note that the phase functions in both of these factors are not visible to
current measuring equipment so that the effect of both factors is simply a
magnification constant of \/Xz What is measurable is the amplitude of the Fourier
transform of a complex function in the initial plane which may be referred back to
the actual complex wave front in the initial plane in a simple manner The original
question then simplifies to the following given the amplitude distribution of the
complex wave front in the observation plane, can one generate its phase function
and thereby provide the information to reconstruct the actual wavefunction in the
initial plane uniquely'

The answer of course is no There is just not enough information to solve this
inverse problem uniquely More information is needed

Many real situations provide the possibility of acquiring additional indepen¬
dent information This is true because both the initial and the observation planes
are available for experimentation One may measure wave intensity in either or
both of the Fourier conjugate planes and one may alter the wave in either of these
planes by using well-defined devices or perturbers in them such as lenses, stops or
kinoform lenses By way of example, in an ordinary light camera with a single
convex lens, the relationship between the wave front in the back focal plane (the
initial plane) and the image plane (the observation plane) is that of Equation ( 1)
with coherent monochromatic light Again equation ( 1) would seem to hold for the
wave leaving the face of a crystal and its diffraction pattern These are only two of
the many situations in which equation ( 1) applies and in which both the initial and
the observation planes are available for gathering data and for experimentation
Gerchberg and Saxton (GS) [2] took advantage of this possibility by measuring
not only the intensity of the wave in the image plane (observ ation plane) but also
the intensity of the wave in the Fourier plane (initial plane) in the electron micro¬
scope The result provided an answer for discovering the complete wav e front,
both the amplitude and the phase, in a few but not all cases Kim [3] very recently

ULE 26



New approach to phase retrieval of a wave front 1187

published a paper in which the initial plane has been partially obscured in order to
generate a new s >nthet ιc diffraction plane image These data are used in a GS-tvpe
algorithm to solve partially the phase retrieval problem, and then the result is used
as a first estimate to improx e further the answer using a second diffraction pattern
resulting from an unobscured initial plane In Kim's simulation, he knows that the
initial \va\e is real as opposed to being complex and that the initial wave is alwaj s
positive It is implied that this information is used to help to soh e this phase
retriev al problem

Our study also creates synthetic images with which to sol\ e the phase retriev al
problem The initial wave will, howev er, not be limited to a real function and the
perturbation in the initial plane ill not be limited to a large region which has been
set essentially to zero while retaining the rest of the wave front unperturbed

This project has, for example, employed kinoform binar> phase lenses of very
different binary phase distribution patterns which were inserted sequentially into
the initial plane to change the phase distribution there with the result that vastly
different observation plane waves, each corresponding to a different initial plane
lens, were synthesized Each lens created a new picture or phasorgram That
particular demonstration used six different kinoform lenses to create the six
different phasorgrams which are shown in figure 1 The pictures shown there do
not resemble the diffraction pattern generated by the unperturbed initial plane
wave That pattern would have been constant across the observation plane There
was no observable detail there The six different phasorgrams in figure 1 plus
knowledge of the six binary phase kinoform lenses phase distributions were all that
was used to solve that phase retrieval problem

Figure 1 Six different nformation images or phasorgrams captured in the image plane
in simulat on 1 These are produced by six different binary phase kinoform lenses
sequentially placed in the initial plane upstream from the image plane

10
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Figure 2. A semilogarithmic plot of fractional error versus iterations in simulation 1.
Fractional error is the total error energy in either Fourier conjugate plane divided
by the total phasorgram energy.

The new algorithmic process for solving the phase problem mathematically is
cyclic. The complex function representing each phasorgram in the image plane is
estimated and then these estimates are used to generate a single new estimate of the
complex wavefunction in the initial plane. This new initial plane complex function
is then used to generate better estimates of the image plane phasorgrams and so on.
An index of the goodness of these estimates is the squared difference between the
estimated and measured amplitude of each pixel summed over all the phasorgrams.
Dividing this number by the sum of the squared measured amplitudes of each
pixel over all pixels over all phasorgrams (the defined phasorgrams' energy) gives a
normalized index called the fractional error. Note that, the smaller the fractional
error, the more the phasorgram estimates look like the measured phasorgrams
and presumably the better the complex function estimate resembles the sought
function.

Figure 2 shows the way in which fractional error decreased as a function of
iteration number. The curve is monotonic decreasing, which will be shown to be a
necessary consequence of the algorithm used to process the data. During the 37
iterations required for this problem, the normalized mean squared error defined in
Kim's paper, which is the same as our fractional error except for a constant factor,
decreased by four orders of magnitude. Figure 3 shows contour plots of the way in
which the sought phase distribution developed for iterations 1, 10, 20, 30 and 37.
The region of support (the area in the plane in which the wave amplitude is not
close to zero) in the initial plane was quite small, making it a relatively easy
problem to solve. Other details of this simulation are that the field of pictures and
kinoform lenses was 64 by 64 pixels for a total of 4096 pixels. The kinoform lenses
had phase elements measuring 2 by 1 pixels. Each of these 2 pixel units multiplied



the initial plane wave by either 1.0 or —1 .0. They were distributed to abutting
areas of the kinoform lenses on a coin-toss basis.

A second demonstration solved a more difficult problem in which, once again,
the measured unperturbed image was constant. However, the unknown phase
distribution was totally random from 0 to 2π on a pixel-by-pixel basis in a field
measuring 64 by 64 pixels. The region of support in both conjugate planes was the
entire plane. The sequentially placed perturbing devices in the initial plane were
15 holed stops. The holes in each of the 15 stops measured 5 pixels by 5 pixels.
They were distributed in each stop to abutting areas on a coin toss basis. Figure 4
shows a typical holed stop.

This particular demonstration took 237 iterations to reach a fractional error of
less than 1 in 104 , providing an essentially perfect phase retrieval. The random
nature of the phase in this problem makes it difficult to appreciate the progress of
the algorithm. However, the phase distribution estimated after the first and the
225th iteration are shown contoured in figure 5. The phase distribution on the
225th iteration is essentially the distribution sought. Note the detail which has
been reconstructed. Figure 6 shows the corresponding curve of fractional error as a
function of iterations. It is perhaps worthwhile to compare this curve with that of
figure 2.

A third demonstration showed the results of using holed stops in an initial
plane containing 8 pixel by 8 pixel repeat units in a field of 64 pixels by 64 pixels.
The amplitudes and phases of each of the 64 pixels in a repeat unit were chosen at
random, the amplitudes between 0 and 2 and the phases between 0 and 2π . The
holed stops were designed according to the same random scheme outlined above
with the holes being 5 pixels by 5 pixels. The amplitude distribution of this



demonstration is shown as figure 7 and the new algorithms convergence to a
fractional error of less than 1 part in 10 is shown in figure 8. This run was
obviously planned with crystallography in mind and the result once again was
essentially perfect. Nine phasorgrams were used.

Thus, with the new information generated in the observation plane as very
distinct pictures or phasorgrams for each known perturbation device placed in the
initial plane, it appears that we can solve the phase retrieval problem uniquely.
This remark is qualified because although we can and will show that the error
must decrease with each iteration or at worst remain the same, no proofs have
been devised about uniqueness or stagnation despite the fact that they have not
been a problem in dozens of trial simulations. Each of these simulations has been
solved using more or fewer phasorgrams with there being no surprises in the
reconstructed complex wavefunctions. Stagnation (the error remaining the same
from iteration to iteration) has not occurred as long as the number of phasorgrams





Figure 8 A semilogaπ thmtc plot of fractional error versus iterations in the crystal
simulation

was sufficient However, we have yet to devise a rule for deciding the minimum
number of phasorgrams required for a given problem Fienup and Wackerman [4]
dealt with the problem of stagnation in many of the variant algorithms of the GS
method It is noted that these algorithms deal with only two pictures

2. The new iterative algorithm
Figure 9 is a flow chart of the new algorithm. Its process can be followed by

beginning with the N phasorgrams, which are amplitude distributions of complex
wavefunctions One seeks the unique phase distribution which is valid for each of
them T o begin, assume that there is no reason to estimate one possible phase
distribution over another Set the phase distribution for all the phasorgrams to
zero Therefore, the first estimate s that they are all real functions Now Fourier
transform each of them and retain the N complex transform functions. If the
perturbing device associated with a particular phasorgram was a stop, then all the
pixels on each transform that were stopped have their phasors set to zero
amplitude If the perturbing devices were optical lenses or kinoform lenses, then
remove the phase effect of the perturber That is, if the perturber advanced a pixel
phasor by 1 rad, then retard that pixel phasor by 1rad Carry out the same removal
procedure for all the pixels in all the transform functions Now, on a per pixel
basis, add together vectoπ ally the phasors for the same pixel from each of the N
transform complex functions (initial wave-front estimates) and average them
Phasors whose amplitude is zero because they were blocked are not considered
in the average Thus, if there were 10 transforms and for a particular pixel, in three
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of the transforms, that pixel was blocked, then the sum of the remaining seven
phasors is divided by seven This rule does not apply if the perturbers are lenses or
kmoforms There, zero-amplitude phasors are counted as values in the averaging
The resulting single averaged transform is the new estimate of the initial plane-
wave front. Now apply to this wave estimate the effect of each different perturber
in turn Then inverse Fourier transform each of the filtered initial wave estimates
and retain them Each of these new complex functions is an uncorrected estimate
of the phasorgram of its respective filter or perturber Correct this estimate by
setting the amplitude of each pixel phasor in each of the new phasorgram estimates
to the measured amplitude value while retaining the phase of the estimate. Now
the next iteration cycle begins with these new phasorgram estimates

Note what has been done here There were V phasorgrams and complete
knowledge of the JV perturbers which created them No information was in hand
about perhaps the limited support of the initial wavefunction or about whether it
was a complex function or not and so on as was the case in the paper by Kim
Instead, this algorithm relied on the principle of error energy reduction
exclusively What is error energy and how is it used here ? Its definition and the
way that it is used become clear as the processing algorithm is studied The
algorithm begins by estimating the complex function in the plane of observation
for each of the N phasorgrams The phasor for each pixel in all N phasorgrams
will have its amplitude set to the measured amplitude and for convenience the
phase of each phasor in set to zero Each of the phasorgrams is Fourier
transformed and the effects of their corresponding perturbers are removed This
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\ ields N different estimates of the complex initial wave These JV estimates must
now be combined to vteld a single initial wave estimate according to some
principle the error reduction principle Each initial wav e pixel estimate has JV

or fewer phasor estimates and each of these will be changed to the same phasor
estimate for that pixel That change will require the vector addition to each of
these phasor estimates of a different \ ector to change it to the single final phasor
estimate tor that pixel We seek A method of selecting the final phasor estimate in
such a a that the sum of the square of the norm of each of the distinct vectors,
which are added to each of the N or fewer phasor estimates to yield the final single
phasor estimate for the pixel, is a minimum The sum of this number taken over all
the pixels in each of the N initial wav e estimates will be called the correction
energy One wants the correction energy to be as small as possible Accepting this
requirement for the moment, the question becomes how is this minimum
correction energy achieved ?

Consider a single pixel with its say L phasor estimates Let E be the total
correction energy contribution of this pixel Then one has the following equation.

where (U , V1) is the »th phasor estimate's real and imaginary coordinates and
( U0, V0) is the final phasor estimate's real and imaginary coordinates Expanding
yields

U and V are independent variables; so solving for each separately yields

similarly

That is, averaging the phasor estimates provides the final phasor estimate that was
sought This procedure only guarantees an extreme but the physical situation is
such that there can be no maximum

Now, in turn each ot the perturbers are applied to this estimate and inverse
Fourier transformed to yield new estimates of the N phasorgrams in the
observ ation plane The perturbers (either optical lenses or kmoform lenses or
holed stops) have been chosen to maintain the energy (norm squared) of both the
initial uncorrected waveform estimates and the correction functions that were
added to them. The linearity of the Fourier transform ensures that the new
estimates of the complex phasorgrams will be composed of two parts, the previous
iteration estimate plus the transform of the respective correction functions
Furthermore, Parseval's theorem insures that the energy of each of these two
parts of a phasorgram estimate will hav e the same energ as it did in the initial
plane Simplv put, Parsev al's theorem states that the energies (the integrated
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Figure 10 Argand diagram for a pixel in the observation plane The circle radius is
measured amplitude of the phasor The previous phasor estimate as OA OC is the
current estimate OB is the corrected new estimate BC is smaller than or equal to
AC The sum of the norm squared of AC over all pixels in all phasorgrams equals
the total correction energy in the initial plane according to Parseval's rule

squared norm of a complex function) of a function in both of the two conjugate
Fourier planes will be the same One now chooses to make the correction to each
pixel phasor in the observation plane which is the smallest possible Referring to
figure 10, the Argand diagram shows that by retaining the phase of the new
estimate and replacing the phasor amplitude with the known amplitude the new
error vector CB, in the observation plane, on a pixel-by-pixel basis will have the
same or less energy than the correction energy vector AC from the initial plane.
The total error energy over all phasorgrams as the process proceeds through the
Fourier transforms and the removal of the perturber effects to the N new estimates
of the initial wave front is the upper limit of the total correction energy That is
because the new estimate of the initial wave is the same as the previous estimate of
the initial wave plus the transform of the error function that was added in the
observation plane Parseval's theorem ensures that that error function energy is the
same in both conjugate planes Thus, at this point, the algorithm could return to
the previous initial wave estimate, causing the correction function energy to equal
the error energy and the algorithmic process would stagnate Neither the
correction energy nor the error energy would change However, by averaging
the phasor estimates, one is guaranteed to have the lowest total correction energy
possible In this way, the algorithm proceeds from one conjugate plane to the other
reducing the correction energy in the initial plane and then reducing the error
energy in the observation plane The goal of course is to find a phase distribution
which makes the error energy or the correction energy zero or as close to zero as
possible

A slightly different situation occurs when there are measurements of the
amplitude distribution not only in the observation plane (the phasorgrams) but
also in the initial plane The phasor estimates must be averaged as in the above
algorithm and then, retaining the phasor angle, the amplitude of the averaged
phasor is adjusted to match that measured Thus, if the measurement of the
amplitude of the wave in the initial plane is in hand, then with this adjustment the
algorithm will be much more efficient

18
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3. Summary
A new method of phase retrieval has been documented. It rests on the

diffraction equation of Raleigh and Sommerfeld and also of Kirchhoff, Fresnel
and Huygens as simplified by the paraxial approximations and the Fresnel
diffraction requirements. This equation is given as equation ( 1). Simplified, the
problem essentially became the following: given the amplitude of a complex two-
dimensional function in either or both of its conjugate Fourier domains, is it
possible to discover the phase function uniquely and reliably? The answer was no,
based on those measurements alone. It was shown, however, that, with experi¬
mentation, additional measurements could be made to provide the answer to the
phase retrieval problem. For example, in an ordinary camera, the light wave in the
back focal plane of the lens shares the diffraction equation (1) relationship with the
imaging plane. Both planes are available and by using optical lenses or diverse
stops or kinoform lenses in the back focal plane, new pictures (phasorgrams) may
be made in the imaging plane. An indefinite number of these phasorgrams plus
precise knowledge of the initial plane perturbers (lenses, etc.) that produced them
is enough additional information to ensure phase retrieval. Similarly, diffracto-
grams taken from a crystal specimen in which diverse stops were laid against the
side of a radiating crystal could be solved.

These data powered a new iterative algorithm to the solution of the phase
retrieval problem. The algorithm was elucidated and it was found that its defined
error energy must decrease with each iteration or at worst remain the same. It was
demonstrated that, when the error was zero or very small, the answer was in hand.
However, it still remains to be proved that this necessarily follows. Perturber
designs remain to be opittmized and the trade-off between the designs and the
number of phasorgrams required to solve the phase retrieval problem needs to be
studied. Simulations have been carried out but it still remains actually to build a
device that would employ these principles.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RECOVERING which records only intensity information remains a problem
PHASE INFORMATION OF A WAVE FRONT without a consistent solution Several expenmental methods

have been proposed for determining the phase function
This is a division of Ser No 09/858,943 filed on May 16, across a wave front One such method disclosed in Gabor, D

2001 now U S Pat No 6,545,790, which is a continuation- 5 "A New Microscope Principle," Nature 161, 777 (1948)
in-part of application Ser No 09/708,290 filed Nov 8, 2000 nvolves the addition of a reference wave to the wave of
now U S Pat No 6,369,932, which converted from prov,- mterest in the recording plane The resulting hologram
sional application No 60/163,978, filed Nov 8, 1999 re r.d s a ies ° f " ' • f π n f e s o n a Photograph i c plate,

which contain enough information to reconstruct the com-
FICl D OF TIlE INVENTION 10 plete wave function of interest However, in most practical

Tne present invention is generally directed to a system PPl| ° method is cumbersome and impract ical to
and method for recovering wave front phase information and employ
using the recovered information More particularly, the Othcr methods, which do not employ reference waves,
invention is directed to a system and method for determining have • proposed for infernng the complete wave func-
the phase information associated with a wave tront from 15 tion fmm intensity record ings See, e g , Lπckson, II &
measured intensity information 1011 Λ '" Fou π e r Transform of an Electron Micro¬

graph Effects of Defocusing and Aberrations, and Imphca-
BACKOROUND O I HE INVEN TION tlons fo r the use o f Underfocus Contrast Enhancements",

Huygens, Kirchhoff, Sommerfield and Rayleigh oπgi- Beπchte der Bunsen Gesellschaft, Bd 74, Nr 11 ,
πated and contributed most to the currently accepted theory 2n 1129-1137 (1970) For the most part, these methods involve
of diffraction, which forms the theoretical foundation for the linear approximation and thus are only valid for small phase
present invention Basically, the theory postulates that given and/or amplitude deviations across the wave front of uiter-
a known wave front filling a planar window in an otherwise est In general, these methods also suffer from the drawback
dark planar screen, the wave front at any point beyond the of requiring intensive computational resources
screen is calculable Variations of this theory are used to 25 A further method proposed that intensity recordings of
compute the Fraunhofer far-field antenna pattern assuming a wave fronts can be made conveniently in both the imaging
known field distribution at the antenna for electromagnetic and diffraction planes Gerchberg, R & Saxton, W "Phase
wave fronts in the microwave range An ordinary light Determination from Image and Diffraction Plane Pictures in
camera, assummg a sufficiently coherent and pseudo mono- the Electron Microscope," Optik, VoI 34, No 3, pp
chromatic light wave, contains the Back Focal Plane (BFP) 30 275-284 (1971) The method uses sets of quadratic equa-
of the camera's objective lens as the illuminating window of tions that define the wave function across the wave in terms
the diffraction theory, and the imaging plane as the plane at of its intensity in the image and diffraction planes This
which the image could be calculated Of course, in the case method of analysis is not limited by the above-described
of the camera, photographic film or electronic sensing deficiency of being valid for small phase or amplitude
devices are placed in the image plane, recording the intensity 35 deviations, but again, in general it requires a large amount of
of the wave and no calculations need be made However, it computational resources
will be appreciated that at each point in a wave front there In 1971 the present inventor co-authored a paper desc πb-
is more than just the intensity of the wave—there is the ing a computational method for determining the complete
phase of the wave which may contain as much as eighty wave function (amplitudes and phases) from intensity
percent of the information about the object which is being 40 recordings in the imaging and diffraction planes See, "A
imaged To appreciate this fact more fully, it is only neces- Practical Algorithm for the Determination of Phase from
sary to recall the potential of the conventional holograms to Image and Diffraction Plane Pictures," Cavendish
image objects in three dimensions In particular, using phase Laboratory, Cambridge, England, Optik, VoI 35, No 2,
information about a coherent wave front, holography creates (1972) pp 237-246, which is incorporated herein by refer-
three-dimensional images such that obscured objects may 45 cncc for background The method depends on there being a
become visible it the observer steps to the side So, the Fourier Transform relation between the complex wave func-
problem addressed using this invention can be stated as tions in these two planes This method has proven to have
follows given that a wave front is a complex function useful applications in electron microscopy, ordinary light
characterized by both amplitude (related in a straightforward photography and crystallography where only an x-ray dif-
manner to intensity) and phase at each point, how can the 50 fraction pattern may be measured
phase be captured using only intensity measurements e so-called Gerchberg-Saxton solution is depicted in a

To appreciate the complexity of the problem, consider the block diagram form in FIG 1 The input data to the
following observation at a given instant of time, the phase algorithm arc the square roots of the physically sampled
of a wave length is about 6 28 radians For red light, the wave function intensities in the image 100 and diffraction
length over which that phase is generated is about 0 6 s 110 planes Although instruments can only physically mea-
microns Considering that light travels at approximately sure intensities, the amplitudes of the complex wave func-
300,000,000 meters per second, that means that the fre- tions are directly proportional to the square roots of the
quency of such a wave passing a point in space is about measured intensities A random number generator is used to

1• 10 15 radians/second No device exists that has that kind generate an array of random numbers 120 between x and -Ji,
of response time For the ordinary light camera, the two which serve as the initial estimates of the phases corrcspond-
planes ot interest relating Io diffraction theory are the BFP ing to the sampled imaged amplitudes If a better phase
of the lens and the image plane They have been shown to estimate is in hand a prion, thai may be used instead In step
be conjugate planes in the sense that the wave front in the 130 of the algoπthm, the estimated phases 120 (represented
image plane is essentially the Founer Transform of the as unit amplitude "phasors") are then multiplied by the
illuminating wave in the BFP ,; corresponding sampled image amplitudes from the image

In a coherent monochromatic imaging system the problem plane, and the Discrete Fourier Transform of the synthesized
of extracting phase information from a detection medium complex discrete function is accomplished in step 140 by
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means ot the Fast Founer Transform (FFT) algorithm The these two planes (mathematically causing the BFP wave to
phases of the discrete complex function resulting from this undergo Fourier Transformation yielding the Image Plane
transformation are retained as unit amplitude "phasors" (step wave), in accordance with the invention a very useful
150), which are then multiplied by the true corresponding relationship is obtained between the measurements in these
sampled diffraction plane amplitudes, in step 160 This two conjugate planes However, other relationships between
discrete complex function (an estimate of the complex the waves m these two planes are achievable by changing the
diffraction plane wave) is then inverse Fast Founer trans- Phase and/or pli e distribution in the BFP In one aspect
tormed in step 170 Again the phases of the discrete complex o f lne invention, this can be accomplished by using known
function generated are retained as unit amplitude "phasors" but physically different phase filters, in the BFP, whose
(step 180), which are then multiplied by the corresponding io effetts o n the BFP Phase distr ibut ion are known It is noted
measured image amplitudes to form the new estimate of the lnat lhere other physical methods of effectively changing
complex wave function in the image plane 130 The lhe P i l n lh « B (e g , the use of defocus) The Image
sequence of steps 130-180 is then repeated until the com- planc wavc resulting from this intervention can be very
puted amplitudes of the wave forms match the measured different from the true object wave, consequently yielding
amplitudes sufficiently closely This can be measured by 15

new relationships between intensity measurements in these
using a fraction whose numerator is the sum over all sample two conjugate planes The present invention uses several of
points in either plane of the difference between the measured 'hese new "synthesized" relationships to drastically reduce
and computed amplitudes of the complex discrete wave computation of the reconstructed wave form, to avoid stag-
function squared and whose denominator is the sum over all ndllon m the iterating algorithm, and to avoid certain well
points in the plane of the measured amplitudes squared 2

known ambiguities in the reconstructed wave function
When this fraction is less than 0 0 1 the function is usually ' n °ne embodiment of the present invention, a random
well ui hand This fraction is often described as the sum of phase filter is inserted into the Back Focal Plane (BFP) of a
the squared error (SSE) divided by the measured energy of convergent lens Thus phase filter changes the phase for
the wave function SSE/Energy The fraction is known as the pixels m the BFP in a known way, thereby changing the
Fractional Error 25 resulting image in the Image Plane The phase distribution of

A theoretical constraint on the above described the individual pixels in the BFP can be selected randomly, or
Gerchberg-Saxton process is that the sum squared error according to a desired distribution In alternative embodi-
(SSE), and hence the Fractional Error, must decrease or at ments o f the invent ion, conventional convergent and/or
worst remain constant with each iteration of the process divergent lenses can be used as phase filters

Although the Gerchberg-Saxton solution has been widely O Using the above Gller(s), N different sets of amplitude
used in many different contexts, a maj or problem has been (intensity) data arc obtained from the image plane That is to
that the algorithm can "lock" rather than decrease to a sum M N dlfferent * of the object are created in the image
square error (SSE) of _xro That is to say, the error could Plane h noted that m a n alternat ive embod i ment of the
remain constant and the wavc function, which normally Present invention, wave intensities may be recorded in the
develops with each iteration, would cease to change The BFP ■» weii Next each of the N intens ity images is
tact that the SSL cannot increase may in this way trap the processed to obtain a "synthetic" wave front using the
algorithm's progress in an "error well " See Gerchberg, R mlenMly values measured at the Image Plane and phase
"The Lock Problem in the Gerchberg Saxton Algorithm tor valucs that could be random, or may be selected based on
Phase Retrieval " Optik, 74, 9 1 (1986), and Fienup, J & Pnor knowledge As a practical matter, any initial phase
Wackerman, C "Phase retrieval stagnation problems and estlmate values Wl11 work although, for conven ience, i ni -
solutions," J Opt Soc Am A , 3, 1897 (1986) All of the tlallv the Pbase for each complex pixel can be assumed to be
above-identified publications are hereby incorporated by zero result i ng wave function for each of the N images
reference for background Another problem with the method then _ mverse Fou π e r transformed (using standard fast
became apparent in one dimensional pictures where non- alg""thms), and the known phase shift of each of the
unique solutions appeared Furthermore, the algoπthm suf- « corresponding BFP filters is subtracted from each pixel This
fers from slow convergence To date, there are no alternative done m tur π for each o f the N Ima 8e s to obta i n N est i mates
satisfactory solutions to these problems with the Gerchberg- o f the wav nction at the BFP The resulting BFP estimates
Saxton method Accordingly, there is a need for a system and are ved for each o f the N Then, in accordance wi th
method that can recover wave front phase information a preferred embodiment these BFP estimates are averaged to
without the drawbacks associated with the prior art * obtain a single BFP estimate of the complex BFP wave front

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, in
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION which BFP mtensity data nave been raea sured along with the

The present invention is dnvcn by an "error reduction" N IP images, the amplitude of the BFP wavc estimate is
principle and requires a plurality of samples of the wave changed to the measured amplitude distribution at this point
front from the object being observed In one aspect, lhe in the iterative process Iten for each of the N IP images, the
invention relies on the fact that the back focal plane of a phase shift of its corresponding filter is added in turn to the
convergent lens on which the scattered wave from the object single BFP estimate and the N different BFP estimates
impinges contains a wave function, which is directly pro- (differing by the N different phase filter effects) are Fourier
porlional to the Fourier Transform of the object and is transformed to generate N estimates υf the wave function at
therefore directly proportional to the Fourier Transform of 60 the image plane Each of the N estimates arc then corrected
the image plane wave function of the object In the case using the actually measured amplitude for that particular
where the phase difference from one pixel to any ot its image liiis correction results m an error value ITie above
neighboring pixels only changes slightly, prior art methods process then is repeated in an iterative fashion until the SSE
were computationally intensive in trying to distinguish of all N images is sufficiently small for the purposes o f the
between these slight phase differences Since the actual back application In a typical case, less than 1% of the energy of
focal plane (BFP) wave transforms tυ the true image in the all N images (i e , the Fractional Error is less, than 1%) can
Image Planc, by the intervention of the drift space between be used



In another important aspect of the invention, it was termined blocking pattern; (c) one or more sensors capturing
discovered that absolute stops placed in the illuminating for each o f the plurality of stops an indication o f the intensity
conjugate plane can also be used with only a slight modi- distribution o f the modulated radiation in a plane that is a
ficalion o f the processing algorithm to unambiguously conjugate diffraction plane with respect to the specimen
recover the phase function of a wave front. The same results 5 plane; and (d) a processor recovering phase info ππaliυn o f
can also be accomplished by varying the drift space between the wave front of the modulated radiation from the captured
the two conjugate planes (one containing the intensity/ intensity distributions and the predetermined blocking pat-
amplitude of the wave front and the other containing the tems imparted by the plurality of stops. In a preferred
intensity/amplitude of the Fourier Transform o f the wave embodiment the source of radiation is an X-ray source, and
front). Moreover, lossy phase filters and lossy stops can be io the device can be used as an X-ray microscope,

used in certain practical applications. n ano ther aspect, the invention is an apparatus for pro-

Accordingly, in another aspect of the invention, recovery cessing radiation, comprising: (a) a source of collimated
o f the phase information can be accomplished using a set of radiation for irradiating a specimen positioned in a specimen
amplitude filters (hereinafter "stops"). Experiments using plane; (b) one o r more sensors capturing an indication o f the
stops show that they can be used successfully in addition to 15 intensity distribution of radiation modulated by the speci-
or as an alternative to the phase filters discussed above with men in a plane that is a conjugate diffraction plane with
only small modifications of the processing algorithm. In an respect to the specimen plane; (c) a motion mechanism
important practical application, the use of stops can be changing the distance between the specimen plane and the
applied to build a functioning X-ray microscope. conjugate diffraction plane, such as to introduce a predeter-

In another aspect of the invention partial or lossy slops or 20 mined phase shift in the modulated radiation; and (d) a
lossy phase filters, or combination thereof can be used in processor for recovering phase information of the wave front
different embodiments for specific practical applications. ° f « modulated radiation from a plurality of captured

In yet another aspect of the invention, instead of using intensi ' y distributions_ obtained using a plurality o f prede-

physical stops or phase filters, the desired set of diffraction tcrmincd Phasc shlfts introduccd b y thc mot '°" mechan ism ,

images can be created by varying the length o f the drift " I n vet another aspect, the invention is a method for
space from the specimen plane. Lens-free microscopes, processing substantially monochromatic coherent radiation
including an X-ray microscope, can be built in accordance modulated in a first plane, comprising: (a) capluring N
with this embodiment as well. intensity distributions corresponding to the modulated radia-

In particular, in one aspect the invention is a method for 30 ' i o a t .a second Plane > the xcoa ι P1. 1 g conjugate
recovering phase information o f a wave front corresponding d i ffraction plane w i th respect to the nrst plane where the
to a substantially monochromatic coherent radiation, com- c a P tured intens .l t y. πbut i o iB are obtamed by filter ing the
prising: (a) irradiating a specimen of material with the modulated radiat ion at the first plane using N different

substantially monochromatic coherent radiation, the speci- filterm Pattems b >P si ng N i ntens i ty d istr ibut ions

men being positioned in a first plane; (b) selectively filtering , 5
c a P tured m the ,second Pla e t 0 Prov ιd e a n est ' mate o f the

radiation modulated b y the specimen according to N pre- ' radiation wave fro πt a t the first Pl a πe ' the ste P f process i ng
determined filtering patterns corresponding to one or more ∞ mpπsing correcting the effect of the corresponding filter-
filters, wherein said one or more filters are positioned "1 PMems <<c > Proce >g the prov ided est i mate of the
substantially at the first plane; (c) for each of the N filtering tion wave front at the first plane using the N different

patterns, capturing spatial intensity values for the selectively 40
filterm Patler πs l° c ° m Pute estunated intensit y « -

filtered modulated radiation at a second plane to produce N tl0ns m the sccond Planc (d ) P ui g an error measure
corresponding intensity distributions, wherein the second ∞ πespondiiig ° fferences between the captured and the
plane is a conjugate diffraction plane with respect to the first i m.ted intensity d.st πbutions .π the second plane; and (e)
plane; (d) processing the N intensity distributions captured "eratively repeating steps (b), (c) and (d) until the error
in the second plane to provide an estimate of the wave front 45 measure computed in step (d) drops below a predetermined

at the first plane, the step of processing comprising correct- tnres πo ld .

ing the effect of the corresponding filtering patterns; (e) DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS
filtering the provided wave front estimate using the N
different filtering patterns to obtain N filtered estimates; (f) The present invention in different preferred embodiments
processing the filtered estimates to produce N estimated 50 is illustrated and best understood in connection with the
intensity distributions at the second plane; and (g) repeating drawings, in which:
steps (d), (e) and (0 until an error measure associated with FIG l illustrales a prior art method for recovering phase
the captured and the estimated intensity distributions in the information
second plane reaches a predetermined threshold. In a pre- . , .„' r . . . ,
frerredI e mUbodii-men
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according to one embodiment of the pv resent invention;

ber of filtering patterns is typically selected dependent on the FIG - 3 illustrates in a block diagram form one preferred
desired resolution, o r can be optimized using information embodiment o f the method o f the present invention;

about the underlying wave front. In a specific embodiment, FIGS. 4A-4F show six perspective gray scale image
the radiation is X-ray radiation. Further, the method com- 60 intensity representations obtained using the apparatus o f
prises the step of displaying a wave front using recovered FIG. 2 with a transparent object (a pure phase object);
phase information. FIGS. 5Λ-5D are perspective gray scale representations

In another aspect, the invention is an apparatus, compris- ° f 'he phase of a particular transparent object as it develops
ing: (a) a source of collimated radiation for irradiating a during the course of iterations in one embodiment of the
specimen of material positioned in a specimen plane; (b) a 65 method of this invention;
plurality o f different slops, each one blocking radiation FIG. 6 is a typical graph illustrating the calculated Sum o f
modulated by thc irradiated specimen according to a prcdc- thc Squared Error (SSE) for all N images divided by their
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total energy (i.e., SSE/Total Energy) as a function of lhe other regions of the spectrum, such as x-ray, infrared,
number of iterations in accordance with one embodiment o f electron microscopy, sonar, etc. Generally, the method is
the method of the present invention; effective in any context in which the scalar wave equation

FIG. 7 is a graph illustrating the calculated Fractional yields a sufficiently accurate picture of the physics of a
Hrror versus the number of iterations in one embodiment o f context. In add ition, one needs a physical mechanism of

the me,th,od of the pv resent invention for different numbers of o"^bject/diff*racPtion p,lane in a kn"own way ,to yiTeld diff eren ,t
sets oi αa a, synthesized intensities in the downstream diffraction/image

FIG. 8 shows the progression of the phase estimates of plane.
two typical pixel phasors as the computational algorithm piG. 2 illustrates an apparatus for obtaining intensity data
illustrated in FIG. 3 iterates; and in accordance with a preferred embodiment o f the present

I IG. 9 is a graph of Fractional Error for an experiment run invention. Element 200 represents an object which is to be
using only data from the image plane (graph A) in compari- imaged. This object can either be transparent and therefore
son to the same experiment using data from both the back backlit, or can be illuminated to reflect light. In a preferred
focal plane and the image plane (graph B); embodiment, the light from the object is monochromatic

FIG. 10 illustrates in a block diagram form a device that c ϋ h πt f ated i n ,F !α 2 n A . 1 T '
. , . r - . . u embodiments of the present invention, as dictated by the

can be used m one preferred embodiment to recover phase ;flc kal mstead o f , , monoc hro-
.ntormation usmg a series of amplitude stops; matic ∞ m & Qne can partial]y ∞ he κ a t

FlG. 11 shows a flow chart of another preferred embodi- source, where instead of a point source the system uses a
ment of the method of the invention modified for use with 20 distributed source. (Broadly speaking, light from a distrib-
stops; uted source shone through a screen with two holes will

FIGS. 12 and 13 show two different stops that can be used generate on a wall behind the screen fringes that are not
in accordance with the present invention, where the illus- completely constructive/destructive but become blurred
trated stops have been used in computer simulations of a th distance). In another alternative embodiment, one can
working X-ray microscope; use a pseudo-monochromatic light source, which emits in a

_ „ . . , . , , , , . . . , , , ., narrow bandwidth. The feasibility of using these alternative-
FIG. 14 shows in a block-diagram form a vaπable-d πf t embodiment light sources will be determined by specific

microscope device in accordance with another embodiment applications ,
of the invention; with r e ference to FIG 2 , the light A from the

FIGS. 15(A-H) show the results of a computer simulation Q object 200 is converged into light B using a lens (or a system
of the operation of an X-ray microscope built in accordance of lenses) 210. For example, in the case of visible light, a
with the present invention using six stops; convergent lens with a convenient focal length would be

FIG. 16 illustrates the decrease of the sum square error as useful while in the context of electron microscopy, a mag-
a function of the number of iterations used in a specific nctic lens would be appropriate. What type o f lens 210 is
embodiment of the invention. 5 used will be determined by the application, the only con¬

straint being that it generates the pair of conjugate Bl P and
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE IP planes

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS Elemem 22O m p, G 2 p se the BFP o f the lens 210 .

The present invention generally applies to propagating A phase filter 230 is placed at the position of the BFP 220
wave fronts, along whose path of propagation two planes 40 i the illustration in FIG. 2 . The complex wave function that
exist in which the complex wave distributions are related by forms in the diffraction or BFP 220 is capable of having its
a transform, which generally would be linear, invertible and intensity captured and recorded in the usual way for the
energy conservative, such as a Fourier transform. These two selected medium. For example, in the case of visible light,
planes will also be referred to as conjugate planes. Such X-rays or electron beams, exposing photographic film
conjugate planes exist, for example, between an clcctromag- 45 directly to the complex wave is a useful recording technique,
netic antenna aperture and its far field (Fraunhofer) plane, o r A charged coupled device (CCD) array may also be used to
between the object plane and the back focal plane of a capture the image at the BFP 220. Digital recording directly
convergent lens imaging the object plane, or between the is also appropriate in many applications, as will be recog-
back focal plane of a light camera's objective lens and the nized by those of skill in the art.
camera's image plane, or between the diffraction and the 50 Phase filter element 230 represents one or more phase
image planes o f a transmission electron microscope, o r filters inserted at (he BFP 220. Generally, filter 230 is used
between an X-ray illuminated crystal structure and its dif- to generate a plurality of image intensity data required by the
fraction plane, and so on. Given that the ability of recording present invention. In one embodiment, the phase filter 230 is
media is limited to recording only the intensity distribution a random phase plate with uniform distribution. Other
in these planes, the need arises to recover the phase distri- 55 random phase filters with other distributions may also be
bution across these planes as well. The wave front is a used. The random phase plate 230 randomly changes the
complex function across a plane comprising intensity/ phase of a pixel by anything from - x to +π. For example, if
amplitude and phase. In this disclosure, for the purpose o f the phase of υne pixel was 10 degrees and its neighboring
brevity, the two planes are referred to as the hack focal plane pixel had a phase of 11 degrees, after passage through the
(BFP) of a light camera and its corresponding image plane 60 random phase plate 230, the phases of these two pixels
(IP). As noted above, the wave front in the image plane is might be -75 degrees and +34 degrees. Although the amount
proportional to the Fourier Transform (FT) of the wave in of phase shift experienced by each pixel may be random
the camera's back focal plane (BFP). with respect to its neighboring pixels, in accordance with the

Although one preferred embodiment of the present inven- present invention the amount o f phase shift applied to each
tion is described in terms of recovering phase information 65 of the pixels is a known quantity.
for a wave front in the visible electromagnetic spectrum, the In summary, in υne aspect o f the invention the light in the
present invention is not so limited and can also be applied to BFP 220 is altered by trie phase Alter 230. This is done on
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a pixel by pixel basis resulting in no change in the complex calibrated optical scanning process (not shown). The soft¬
wave front amplitude/intensity exiting from the BFP 220, ware for executing the algorithm of FIG. 3 and the distri¬
but with possibly considerable change in its "invisible" bution of the known phase shifts of the phase filters 230 are
phase distribution. Then, after passing through the space preloaded into the processor 250. As will be more fully
between the BFP 220 and the image plane 240 (see ray C in 5 described below, in one embodiment of the present
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sents the embodiment where the intensities of the BFP image in the BFP 220 are then summed and the sum is divided by
and the images at the IP 240 are captured using an electronic N in step 330 Io obtain a single averaged estimate of the BFP
device, such as the previously described CCD array. If 65 complex wave function. Using this estimate, the known
photographic film is used to capture the images, the coupling phase shift for each pixel contributed by its corresponding
of the film to the processor 250 can be achieved through a filter is then added back to yield N different wave forms of
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equal amplitude distribution but with different phase distri- In each of these two experiments, a series of 6 convergent
butions (step 340). Alternatively, if intensity data have been dioptric lenses was used as phase filters 230 (FIG. 2) and
measured at the BFP 220, the measured amplitude data arc intensity measurements were taken at the image plane 240.
used to correct the amplitude of the averaged estimated These lenses 230 added to the phase of the wave function in
complex wave function at step 330 as well. the BFP according to:
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A c e us ng a sec e same ran om p ase
object 200, which was again transparent but with the phase transparent object 200. Once again, this Figure illustrates a
for each object pixel this time chosen from a uniform graph of the fractional error as a function of Ihe number of
random distribution spanning the range between -Ji and +π. t>5 iterations of the method of the present invention. Each of the
That is, each pixel was totally independent in phase from curves illustrates the progress of the method with different
any of the other pixels. runs using diverse numbers of phasorgrams to reconstruct
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the object phase The processing which experienced the Note that in the iterative process of this invention, wher-
longest time used 5 phasorgrams, while the quickest one ever correction involves retaining the phase estimate and
processed 10 phasorgrams As illustrated in this Figure, each correcting the pixel amplitude, another correction is also
o f the processes experienced the initial slow decrease with possible which may be more or less efficacious Thus, if the
iteration number and a subsequent rapid decent o f the error 5 ( -1)'* phase estimate, y of the pixel is available and the j '*
as the method homed in on the correct solution Lxcept for phase estimate is generated y then the new phase y. new may
a minor reversal in the runs using 8 and 9 phasorgrams, it b e anyw here in the range y, ,<y, „ <2y,-y, , The range
generally appeared that the more phasorgrams used, the obviously includes y which is the value used y, , in the
fewer the iterations required to recover the phase distπbu- ,

118
Uj110n S o f ,his disclosure

. , . . . . c .. . io Phase Recovery Using Stops, Variable Drift Space, Lossy
It may be noted that in the context of the above expe π- .. . .-../ u

ments attempts to recover the phase distribution with less F ,te(s ' a n Olher P
than about 5 phasorgrams were generally unsuccessful, with A

In anϋ 'h 111 f l h,e v n t« . l W !

the algo πthm failing to reduce the fractional error beyond a d iscovered that absolute stops placed in the illuminat ing
practical point It appears that the algo πthm had '-locked " It conjugate plane can also be used with only a slight modi-

LS
unclear whether the minimum number of phasograms 15 hcation of the processing algo πthm to unambiguously

reaching a satisfactory solution represents a more funda- recover the phase function of a wave front The same results
mental constraint on the method It may be of further interest can also be accomplished by varying the drift space between
to note that the original Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm could the two conjugate planes (one containing the intensity/
only use data from two intensity images to try and recover amplitude of the wave front and the other containing the
phase distributions, while the method of the present inven- 20 intensity /amplitude of the I ouπer Iransform of the wave
lion places no limit on the number of intensity images front) Moreover, lossy phase filters and lossy stops have
(phasorgrams) that can be used been found to be valuable in certain practical applications

FIG 8 depicts the phase of two different pixels as a Thus, in accordance with this aspect of the invention, several
function of the number of iterations The processing of these different types of physical elements or processing mecha-
pixcLs corresponds to the curve of the processing of 10 25 nisms can be used Io generate synthetic images
phasorgrams depicted in FIG 7 In comparing the graphs of (phasorgrams) in a diffractive imaging device In particular,
FIGS 8 and 7, it is noted that during the "search phase" „ 1S shown lbIe ,0 the invenllon t0 build x .ray
(approximately between the 1st and 50th iteration) even m ιcroscopes as well other lens .free and lensed imaglng
though the error is decreasing slowly (FIG 7) the estimated evices
phase of each of the pixels is changing quite rapidly This , .. , , .
rapid change in the pixel phase flattens out as the Llution to 30 e case for the use o f

K
sto Ps m the Pf°=ess o f oveπng

the function is approached (approximately above the 60th P1 ° ation can be appreci ated better when i t is
iteration) realized that the conjugate Fourier or Frcsnel transform

In a second embodiment o f the present invention, data Planes m ay both b available for experimentat i on even
measured at the BFP 220 arc used in the method of the without the use of a focusing device Ilus, in the case of
present invention BneQy, intensity measurements in the 35 microscopy for example, both the specimen plane and its
BFP 220 are made This in itself is not a novel technique and diffraction or Fresnel transform plane are available for phase
does not present any conceptual difficulties For example, it filtering or stopping and diffraction pattern recording and
presents no problem to collect intensity values in both the measuring, respectively Also, the length of the drift space
BFP and IP planes in a transmission electron microscope In between the specimen plane and the diffraction plane (the
certain contexts the physical realizability of achieving these 40 two conjugate planes in this example) is easily varied, which
data maybe more or less difficult is an important practical consideration

In accordance with a specific embodiment o f the method One major problem of X-ray microscopy is the fact that
of the present invention, these data can be used to correct the there is no effective lens that can be used to refract X-rays
amplitudes of the BFP estimate in step 330 of the algorithm In one aspect of the invention, this problem can be overcome
depicted in FIG 3 That is, once the averaged estimate for 45 using sheets of material absorbing the radiation with holes
the wave in the BFP 220 is achieved, the amplitude distπ- distributed according to different but known patterns and
bution of the estimate is replaced by the measured amplitude laid each in its turn on a flat specimen slide In a preferred
distribution, while retaining the estimated phase distπbu- embodiment, the sheet can be made of lead In accordance
tion Then the algoπthm proceeds as before This additional with this embodiment, radiation passing through these stops
step in the algorithm appears to be quite effective in speed- so creates different images (phasorgrams) in the diffraction
ing up the process o f finding the phase distribution of the plane In accordance with the invention, these images pro-
object, as can be seen in FIG 9 vide the necessary data to reconstruct the complete wave

FlG 9 illustrates a comparison between the fractional function
error measured using the first embodiment o f the invention In another embodiment, an X-ray microscope can be
(with no Ul P measurements) and that expe πenced using the designed so that changes in the drift space between the
second embodiment, in which measured data from the back specimen plane and the measuring plane are used to generate
focal plane are employed Each of these graphs was obtained diverse diffraction patterns (phasorgrams) as input to the
using S initial phasorgrams Graph A illustrates the progress processing algoπthm that recovers the wave front in its
υf the process using only the data measured at the image entirely (both amplitude and phase)
plane, while graph B indicates the progress of the method 60 FIG 10 shows in a block diagram form a device that can
using data from both the back focal plane and image plane be used in a first preferred embodiment to recover phase
As seen in H G 9, when the data from the back plane is used, information using a series o f stops An important practical
a drastic decrease in the number of iterations required to application of such as device is in the design of an X-ray
solve the problem is expe πenced As seen in FIG 9, adding microscope As shown, the device comprises a source o f
data from the BFP increases the efficacy of achieving a 65 radiation 400, which in the specific embodiment illustrated
solution s opposed to only using the data from the image in the figure is X-ray radiation The radiation source 400 in
plane a preferred embodiment generates a collimatcd beam of



radiation 410, which could be X-rays, the beam providing a apparent as more empirical data regarding the applications
planar uniform unmodulated wave front that illuminates the of the algorithm becomes available
specimen 420 and is modulated by it. In a preferred For example, in contrast to the essentially random dislri-
embodiment, a thin sheet stop 430 with holes is placed on bution used in the above-described embodiment and illus-
lhe specimen downstream from the radiation source. The 5 trated in FIGS. 12 and 13, a set of mathematically indepen-
modulated beam drifts across a pre-determined drift space dent two-dimensional filter masks can be used in another
440 to register its intensity distribution in the conjugate embodiment of the invention. Thus, a Hadamard function
diffraction plane 450 to the Io the specimen plane. A can be used to generate an appropriate set of blocking
detection device (not shown) is used to measure the intensity patterns for the filters used in this embodiment. It will be
of the wave front at the plane 450. This device could be of io appreciated that the use of orthogonal (or orthonormal)
any type known in the art to be suitable for the specific filters may speed up the convergence of the algorithm. In
application and radiation type. Generally, the device further terms of selecting the optimum number of filters N, it is
comprises memory (not shown) for storing the intensity expected that although in practical simulations five or six
distributions captured by the detection device and a filters have been shown sufficient in most cases, the actual
processor, as known in the art, for processing the stored 15 number may depend on the underlying level of detail and the
distributions pursuant to the algorithm set forth below. desired resolution. To take this information into account, in

In operation, the process of passing radiation beam one embodiment of the invention it is proposed to take the
through the specimen and modulating the output using singular value decomposition of a matrix containing the
different stops 430 is repeated with several different stops to wave function of a known representative sample of a typical
yield a set of diverse images. 'Ifiese images are used as input 20 material under investigation, and select the number of filters
to the processing algorithm, which for a specific embodi- N to correspond to the number of singular values that exceed
ment is illustrated in a block diagram form in FIG. 11. It will a predetermined magnitude threshold. Variousmodifications
be appreciated that the design illustrated in FIG. 10 could be to the above mentioned approaches can be used in alterna-
used as a lens-free light microscope as well, for different tive embodiments, as will be apparent to those of skill in the
practical applications, but it has special relevance in the case 25 art. Such approaches thus clearly fall within the scope of the
of X-rays where a lens capable of focusing X-rays does not invention, as defined in the claims.
currently exist. It will further be appreciated that the selec- Turning back to M(J. 11, it shows a flow chart of the
tion of the drift space in accordance with this invention will iterative algorithm that discovers the phase of the wave front
depend upon the resolution desired in the final image of the in the diffraction plane for each of the phasorgrams mea-
specimen, and the wavelength of the radiation source 400. Jo sured there and therefore the phase and amplitude of the
With these two parameters set, the drift space between the modulated wave leaving the specimen. Briefly, processing
two planes can be calculated using several known in the begins with the phasorgram intensity/amplitude data from
prior art approximations to the diffraction equations. See, for the diffraction plane. The first phasorgram amplitude data,
example, chapter 4, "Fresnel and Fraunhofer Diffraction," in coupled with an estimate as to the correct phase distribution
Goodman, J . P., "Introduction to Fourier Optics," McGraw 35 (for example, assuming the numbers to be pure real has
Hill, New York, pp. 57-74 (1968), which is incorporated proven quite satisfactory as a starting point) are Fast Fourier
herein by reference for background. Transformed at 510. It will be appreciated that as in the case

FIG. 11 shows a flow chart of the algorithm, which uses illustrated in FIG. 3, if a priory information is available, it
the data provided as the intensity/amplitude of the wave may be used instead. Then, those pixels which arc not
front in the diffraction plane for each different stop 40 blocked by the corresponding stop at the specimen are
employed in the conjugate plane and the specifications of credited with the complex amplitude which the Fourier
that stop. It will be appreciated that in the case of an X-ray Transform provides for them. Each of the phasorgrams in
microscope, the conjugate or illuminating plane is at the turn is similarly Fast Fourier transformed and each pixel at
specimen. FIGS. 12 and 13 show two of the different stops, the specimen or conjugate plane is credited with the com-
which have been used in computer simulations of a working 45 plex number that the Fast Fourier Transform has provided it,
X-ray microscope in accordance with the present invention. if that pixel is not blocked. The sum of the complex numbers
In these two simulations, the holes in the stop, which is made received by each pixel from the transformation of all the
of lead in a specific embodiment, are represented as white phasorgrams from the diffraction plane is averaged 530 in a
and lhe lead or area which completely blocks the wave is preferred embodiment to form a new estimate of the com-
shown in black. In the specific embodiment used for the 50 plex wave front leaving the specimen. It should be noted that
simulation the holes are five pixels by five pixels square, in embodiments of the invention using amplitude stops the
although it will be appreciated that other sizes can be used averaging is different for each of the pixels in the specimen
in different embodiments. plane, since the number of complex number contributions

In a specific embodiment, the decision as to whether an varies depending on how many of the stops blocked that
area Ls blocked or not is done on a random basis by choosing 55 particular pixel. In accordance with the preferred
from a uniform probability distribution. Thus, such decision embodiment, there will always be at least one contribution
can be made essentially on a "head or tails" basis. It will be to each of the pixels at the specimen because the first stop
appreciated, however, that the algorithm requires knowledge employed is no stop at all, making the first phasorgram the
of which pixels on the specimen are blocked in each stop. In ordinary diffraction pattern from the specimen modulation
alternative embodiments of the invention the design and GO only. This presents a modification compared with the pro-
placement of the holes may be optimized in a programmed cessing algorithm using only phase filters. It will be appre-
way for different practical applications. Thus, dependent on ciated that for partial or lossy stops and for lossy phase
the application, it may be desirable to reduce the number of filters, the contribution to each pixel will be equal to the
filters N and thus the radiation exposure time. Alternatively, number of lossy filters or lossy stops used, since they will
it may be desired to focus on optimizing the convergence 65 not completely block the contribution to any pixel. In these
speed υf the algorithm. Different optimization criteria may cases, each υf the contributions will have Iu be corrected tυ
be used in different practical applications, and will become remove the effect of the respective filter or partial block
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before the contribution is averaged to form the new wave frequencies including those of X-rays. Such lenses can be
estimate at the specimen. represented as quadratic phase filters according to the for¬

Turning back Io FIG. 11, the new wave estimate is now mula:
modified (540) in turn by each of the filters or stops
providing N new wave fronts for which subsequent inverse 5
Fourier Transformation 550 will provide the diffracted wave
at the diffraction plane. Λt the diffraction plane, each of the
N diffracted wave fronts is corrected to match the measured where f is the focal length of the lense, so the equivalent lens
intensity/amplitude of the corresponding phasorgram. The at the specimen is just -1/z diopters.
phase of the complex number is typically retained, although ,0 Tiius for example, if the drift space is 1 centimeter, the
in different embodiments of the algorithm, it too may be equivalent lens modifying the specimen wave front is -100
corrected as shown in FIG. 3 .The new phasorgram estimates diopters. Al 10 centimeters, the drift space would be equiva¬
are corrected to match the intensity/amplitude of the mea¬ lent to a -10 diopter leas. This makes building a lensless
sured phasorgram and the algorithm begins the next itera¬ variable-drift space X-ray microscope the same as using
tion. The algorithm finishes iterating when the correction 15 lenses as phase filters at the specimen or conjugate plane.
applied to the phasorgram amplitude estimates in the dif¬ This was shown to be effective in the embodiments shown
fraction plane is deemed sufficiently small. As before, the above, and the processing algorithm may be used as illus¬
error measure used in a specific embodiment can be set equal trated in FIG. 11 and/or FIG. 3 without alteration.
to the Fractional Error discussed above, and the threshold FIG. 14 shows a simple block-diagram scheme for a
selected to stop the iteration can be selected based upon the n variable-drift microscope in accordance with this embodi¬
practical application. In a specific embodiment, the thresh¬ ment. Using the notations in FIG. 10, the implementation
old is selected 0.0001. It will be appreciated the alternative includes the same basic components, except that the stops
error measures and/or thresholds can be used in different 430 used in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 10 are
embodiments. replaced with a mechanism capable of providing accurate

With further reference to FIG. U , in accordance with a 2s variable-length drift space (not shown). It will be appreci¬
preferred embodiment an X-ray microscope can be built, ated that any practical mechanism ensuring the required
involving the use of stops and the algorithm illustrated accuracy can be used.
herein. Thus, referring back to FTG. 10, an X-ray beam FIGS. 15(A-H) show simulated results of the operation of
emerging from the specimen 420 has been modulated in an X-ray microscope built in accordance with the present
phase and amplitude and the task of the microscope will be 30 invention using six stops. The field was 64 by 64 pixels with
to retrieve this modulated wave front. The modulated wave repeat units of the specimen being 8 pixels by 8 pixels. The
front is described adequately as a complex function in two holes in the stops used ni the illustrated embodiment were 9
dimensions, in which each pixel is a complex number pixels by 9 pixels. The result was a perfect reconstruction of
expressed as an amplitude and a phase. This can be repre¬ the wave front and is typical of all the simulated runs tried
sented as the complex function U (x,y) in a two dimensional 35 thus far.
coordinate space. In accordance with the invention, the In particular, FIGS. 15A and 15B show the real wave
function U x y) has to be determined. In the embodiment amplitude at a crystal specimen (FIG. 15A) and the recov¬
illustrated in FIG. 10, the stops 430 block different parts of ered wave amplitude at the specimen. The legend on the side
the wave front, resulting in different complex wave func¬ of the figures illustrate the wave amplitude distribution in
tions at the diffraction plane (the diverse phasorgrams). It 4, different shades of gray. HGS. 15C, 15D, 15E, 15F, 15G,
has been shown that the wave at the diffraction plane is and 1511 show respectively the 6 phasorgrams, which were
related to the unblocked wave at the specimen as follows: used as input of the algorithm to its successful result.

Finally, FIG. 16 shows the way in which the sum square
t/Uo. yoi U) error decreases as a function of the iteration number. As

45 shown, the Fractional Error in a logarithmic scale is reduced

J Z J J-
to effectively zero after about 330 iterations.

It should be apparent that while the invention has been
described above in the context of reconstructing a complete

Λt the diffraction the Fourier Transform is of the specimen wave front from intensity measurements, at least some of its
plane wave multiplied by a quadratic phase factor so that the 50 utility may reside also in the ability to display or otherwise
diffraction wave front is actually related to the unblocked render the reconstructed wave front to a human observer. In
specimen wave front as the Fourier Transform of the speci¬ principle, an image of the reconstructed wave front (in the
men wave front multiplied by a quadratic phase factor. 'ITie case of visible light applications) could be made to appear as
algorithm solves for this function, which then must be a hologram. The main difference would be that only one
corrected to cancel the quadratic phase factor. 55 source of coherent monochromatic light would be necessary

Λn alternate way of building a X-ray microscope in for the display. Information about the reconstructed wave
accordance with this invention is to vary the length of the front (amplitude and phase) can be encoded in an article of
drift space to provide diverse diffraction images. In this manufacture, that is then illuminated by the source. More
embodiment no stops or filters need to be used to modulate broadly, however, a display in accordance with this inven¬
the wave at the specimen plane, lliis can be appreciated with 60 tion is can be a printout of the re
reference to the Eq. (1) above. In particular, changing the In a preferred embodiment, "sculpted film" can be used to
length of the drift space in accordance with this embodiment display the reconstructed wave front. Sculpted film is a new
of the invention changes the value of z. Therefore, the medium that is used to transform complete phase and
quadratic phase factor multiplying the wave front at the amplitude information into an analog volumetric hologram
specimen is changed for each different length z of the drift 65 (three-dimensional image). This film has two distinct parts.
space. Mathematically this is equivalent to using different Phase information of an image is encoded into a medium,
optical lenses at the specimen, which are effective at all which is known as a kinoform. The amplitude information of
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an image is captured on a photographic emulsion. The 3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the source of
kinoform and emulsion are then joined. In this way both the radiation is an X-ray source.
phase information and the amplitude information of an 4. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the specimen plane
image are united. Thus, when light is shone upon this film, is substantially perpendicular to the radiation.
complete information about the image is reproduced, and a 5 5 -n,e apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a display
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I claim:

1. A method for reconstructing a wave, comprising the steps of:

illuminating a specimen at an output plane;

measuring at a diffraction plane the amplitude distributions of a number N of

diffraction patterns, each of the diffraction patterns resulting from the application of a

different phase filter of known phase shift at or near the output plane;

inverse Fourier-transforming each of the diffraction patterns to produce an estimate of

the corresponding phase-shifted wave at the output plane; and

on the basis of the transformed diffraction patterns and the known phase shifts,

estimating the wave functions at the diffraction and specimen planes, including the amplitude

and phase at previously unmeasured points.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of estimating the wave functions

comprises interpolation.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of estimating the wave functions

comprises extrapolation.

4. A method for reconstructing a wave, comprising the steps of:

illuminating a specimen at an output plane;

measuring at a diffraction plane the amplitude distributions of a number N of

diffraction patterns, each of the diffraction patterns resulting from the application of a

different filter at or near the output plane;

inverse Fourier-transforming each of the diffraction patterns to produce an estimate of

the corresponding wave at the output plane; and

on the basis of the transformed diffraction patterns and the known characteristics of

the filters, estimating the wave functions at the diffraction and specimen planes, including the

amplitude and phase at previously unmeasured points.



5. The method of claim 5 wherein the filters are holey filters having known

spatially distributed holes.

6 . The method of claim 5 wherein the holes are of varying size.

7 . The method of claim 4 wherein at least some of the filters are holey filters and

other filters are phase filters.

8. An apparatus for reconstructing a wave, comprising:

a source of electromagnetic radiation;

a specimen located at an output plane and illuminated by the source;

a detector located at a diffraction plane having a conjugate relationship to the output

plane, the detector measuring the amplitude of a wave of the electromagnetic radiation at a

first set of points in the diffraction plane; and

a processor estimating the amplitude and phase of the wave at a second set of points

in the diffraction plane, wherein at least some of the second set of points are different than the

first set of points.
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